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Winning is not a new experience for
Bryant CEO. For four of the past ﬁve
years, Bryant University’s Collegiate En-
trepreneurs’ Organization has been
named the best chapter in the United
States. The most recent competition was
held in Fort Worth, Texas, where over
100 chapters of CEO and over 1,300 peo-
ple were in attendance.
As the entrepreneurship major grows
here at Bryant, so have the eﬀorts of
CEO to be recognized as none other
than the best. Bryant CEO hosts work-
shops and guest speakers for not only
students, but also for anyone who is in-
terested in attending. Once again, the
club has received the highest recognition
for its eﬀorts.
CEO’s Public Relations Chair, An-
thony Constantine, says what drew him
to the organization was the entrepre-
neurial spirit of the group and the activi-
ties that the club organizes on campus.
Being able to attend national conferences
and meet new people are added
bonuses. Constantine credits the motiva-
tion of Bryant CEO for its continued suc-
cess. He says that the group is “never
content to be stagnant,” as weekly e-
board meetings are held to discuss how
members can better the organization.
Bryant CEO's Vice President, Sarah
Rubel, says that another reason the or-
ganization is so successful is because
they take full advantage of resources on
campus. Rubel adds that professors
Michael Roberto and Cary Collins have
both helped CEO get to where it is
today. "In order to get respect from stu-
dents, you must get on their level,"
Rubel says. Her role as VP has helped
her learn how to manage the internal
structure of the organization. Rubel be-
lieves , "Micro-management does not
work, but accountability does."
By being a member of Bryant CEO,
students are able to learn the skills and
lessons it takes to become a successful
entrepreneur. Constantine mentions that
he has learned the importance of plan-
ning and cooperation. “Working in a
group can help you accomplish things
you would never be able to do alone,”
he says.
The 2011 National CEO Conference
was an impressive event. Guest speakers
were not paid to be there; they donated
their own time and generosity to help
aspiring entrepreneurs. Constantine
noted how, even at the conference,
proper planning is enforced with all
events being held on time and according
to schedule.
In the spring, Bryant CEO will be
hosting its own conference here on cam-
pus in the Bello Center. The club’s goal
is to put a new spin on the traditional
conference, turning its focus to hosting a
series of workshops. These “how-to”
workshops will aim to teach necessary
and speciﬁc skill sets that a successful
entrepreneur needs to launch a business
idea.
If you are interested in attending the
conference and for more information,
please visit
http://bryantceo.eventbrite.com. Bryant
CEO meets every Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
in the Bryant Center.
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Bryant CEO victorious
Yet another win makes four in a row
By Allison Salzberg
PR Manager
Members of CEO pose with their award. Back left to right: Timothy Drech-
sler-Martell, Harris Roberts, Daniel Hebert, Nicholas Russell, Armaan
Kapoor, Colin Engstrom, Anthony Constantine. Front left to right: Jacob
Smith, Samantha Fenimore, Elizabeth Levasseur, Kenneth Roberts, Sarah
Rubel, Laura Yepsen, Lida Janowski (Allison Salzberg)
By Mélanie Bozzo
Faculty Contributor
Some students call me Professor, some students call me
Madame. My name is Mélanie and I’m the French Fulbright
Teaching Assistant for the year. When I tell people that I teach
French at Bryant, they are surprised because of Bryant's tradi-
tional focus on business. In fact, I take great pride that I was
chosen by Bryant University. I’m so glad to have the opportu-
nity to share my culture (and my traditional food!) with the
students studying French. 
I knew that living and teaching in the US would bring a lot
of challenges. I was completely right! I encountered the ﬁrst
one the very day I arrived in Providence. Teaching Intermedi-
ate French I and II, as well as labs, has been challenging and
rewarding, but every day that I spend at Bryant makes things
easier. The teaching style in the US is diﬀerent from that in
France. My area of study is in English-speaking countries’ lit-
erature and cultures with a specialization in Teaching, but no
matter how long and hard you study another culture, you can-
not expect to truly know it until you experience it. For exam-
ple, in the French system professors give lectures and provide
students with course-related reading materials to help them
succeed, but are not expected to be as accessible as US profes-
sors. I actually like that my students can seek help during of-
ﬁce hours. 
The interesting thing about the Fulbright program is that
I’m both a teacher and a student at Bryant. Even if I consider
myself more of a teacher than a student, I get the students’
perspective on what is happening in a classroom. I can actually
Teaching abroad...at
Bryant University
See Meet Mélanie Bozzo, page 3.
Velocity Dance-a-Thon
Velocity Dance Team came together for the 4th annual “Dance-a-thon” to raise
money for the Multiple Sclerosis Society. (Sara Larrabee)
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EMT CALL 
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 9 2011-Wednesday at 20:08
Location:  CHASE ATHLETIC CEN-
TER / GYM / MAC
Summary:  DPS received a report of a
person with a sprained ankle.  EMS
was activated, the person was treated
and advised to seek additional med-
ical treatment at Fatima Hospital.
EMT CALL   
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 11 2011-Friday at 10:52
Location:  UNISTRUCTURE
Summary:  DPS received a report of
an unconscious male with a head in-
jury.   EMS was activated and  Smith-
ﬁeld Rescue responded and
transported him to Fatima Hospital
for additional treatment.
THEFT (Larceny from Building)
NOV 11 2011-Friday at 13:00
Location:  CHASE ATHLETIC CEN-
TER / GYM / MAC
Summary:  A student came into DPS
to report their backpack stolen from
the athletic center.  It was discovered
a couple of hours later that their suit-
emate took the back pack to their
room.
VANDALISM (AUTO) 
NOV 11 2011-Friday at 15:40
Location:  HALL VILLAGE ROAD
(STRIP)
Summary:  DPS received report of a
vandalized vehicle in the commuter
lot.  The incident is being investi-
gated. 
EMT CALL 
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 12 2011-Saturday at 17:11
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:  DPS received a report of a
person with a sprained ankle. EMS
was activated and the person was
treated and advised to seek addi-
tional medical treatment at Fatima
Hospital.
ASSIST TO ANOTHER AGENCY
NOV 14 2011-Monday at 08:00
Location:  JACOB'S DRIVE
Summary:  DPS oﬃcers responded to
a report of a motor vehicle accident
at the front of campus in the outgo-
ing lane.  DPS assisted Smithﬁeld Po-
lice and Fire at the scene.
THEFT (Larceny from Vehicle)
($200-$500)
NOV 14 2011-Monday at 15:12
Location:  O & P PARKING LOTS
Summary:  A student reported that
an iPod was stolen from his vehicle.
BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported
To report a bias incident or hate
crime, go to www.bryant.edu/bias or
call the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920
Bias related incident – a threatened,
attempted, or completed action that
is motivated by bigotry and bias re-
garding a person’s real or perceived
race, religion, natural origin, ethnic-
ity, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender status.  Examples of these in-
cidents include name calling, oﬀen-
sive language/acts, and
graﬃti/behavior.
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Guidelines for Comment…
We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles,
or topics of importance to you.  Only letters including author's name,
and phone number will be considered for publication (phone numbers
will not be printed, they are for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance
of being published.  Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we
will not print submissions exceeding 500 words.  All submissions are
printed at the discretion of the newspaper staff.  The Archway staff re-
serves the right to edit for length, accuracy, clarity, and libelous mate-
rial.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically.  Bryant
University community members can email submissions to:
archway@bryant.edu.  Letters and articles can also be given to The
Archway on disk.  They can be left in The Archway drop box on the
third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through campus
mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to
publication (for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway
office).  Late submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The
Archway staff and more than likely will be held until the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of
each edition of The Archway for free.  If you are interested in purchas-
ing multiple copies for a price of 50 cents each, please contact The
Archway office.  Please note that newspaper theft is a crime.  Those
who violate the single copy rule may be subject to disciplinary action.
Contact Information
Department of Public Safety Log
The DPS Crime Prevention Oﬃcers’ 
TIP OF THE WEEK
“Have a happy and safe Thanksgiving.  Please lock your windows and doors in  your
Residence Halls. Do not drink and drive!!!”
Bulldog Bulletin
Actuarial Association:  General Meetings, Wednesdays 2:00pm, in Bryant Center 2A/2B!
The Archway:  Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 4:30pm, Bryant Center Room 2A/B!
Bryant Chamber Ensemble: Open Rehearsals, Mondays 6:15pm, Interfaith Center West Room!
Bryant Players: General Meetings, Tuesdays 5:00pm, South Dining Hall 
C.E.O:  General meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm in Room 2C of the Bryant Center!
Christian Fellowship: Thursdays, 7pm in the Interfaith Center West Room!
Colleges Against Cancer: Meetings, Wednesdays at 3:00pm, Bryant Center 2C! 
H.E.A.L:  General meetings, 3:00pm in room 2A of the Bryant center.  "Come join us at Health Education
Awareness Leaders (H.E.A.L) as we discuss and participate in activities that involve responsible drinking,
safe sex, and the overall health and wellness of the student body here at Bryant."
SIFE: General Meetings, Mondays at 5:00pm in Papitto! 
SPB: General Meetings, Mondays at 4:30pm, South 
Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the bulletin or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu
Campus Calendar
November
BLACK FRIDAY! 12:00-2:00PM
“Would You Let
That Word Come
Out of Your
Mouth?,” Roto
3:30pm
March for Inclu-
siveness, starts
outside the Inter-
faith Center
4:00pm
Grand opening of
the GLBTQ Center,
3rd floor of the
Bryant Center
Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
25 26 27 28 29 30 1
Have a fun and safe Thanksgiving Break!
Have to do laundry?
Need quarters?
The Support Serv-
ices oﬃce would
like to announce
the arrival of a new
change machine in
the Old Junction
Laundry Room.  
Always accessible
and now conven-
ient for all students.
December
This week’s article was a
piece of cake!
Oooh…cake…mmmmm…fat
kid love cake. Anyway, as I
thought about what I would
write for my column, I realized
that around this time of year,
the question that we all ponder
is:  What do I have to be thank-
ful for?
I mean, it’s easy to get
caught up in the day-to-day
grind and focus on the little,
annoying things. That’s why a
holiday such as Thanksgiving
is so important. It forces us to
reﬂect on all that’s positive.
Hmmm….maybe we should
have Thanksgiving once a
week! So here it is. “Top Five
Reasons I Have a Gratitude At-
titude.”
5. The Bryant University facil-
ities management staﬀ.
These men and women are
the shizzle. The campus looks
great, and despite the constant
goose bomb-dropping, they’re
able to hose oﬀ the walkways
pretty regularly. They also
keep the grass at a nice length,
so it doesn’t tickle my hiney
when I’m getting down to busi-
ness.
4. I’m the Bryant University
mascot.
There are about 3,500 un-
dergraduate and graduate stu-
dents at Bryant, and that means
there is a potential for me to get
around 3,000 scratches when
I’m on campus. Of course, I
haven’t gotten that
many…yet…ahem. I’m on
campus every Wednesday af-
ternoon. Just a gentle reminder.
Hugs are free.
3. My extended family.
I mean, I guess the mom-
mies are ALL RIGHT, but feed-
ing me and taking care of me is
their privilege, right? On the
other paw, I’ve got all sorts of
aunts and uncles who take care
of me and love me, scratch me,
and feed me stuﬀ they’re not
supposed to. Now THAT is
something to be thankful for –
people who spoil you!
2. Social media.
If it weren’t for Twitter and
Facebook, I wouldn’t be able to
keep up with what’s going on
with all my friends! I have pals
all over the world, and I get to
learn some really cool stuﬀ
from them. I’ve also learned
that the res hall ﬁre alarms go
oﬀ at all hours of the day and
that the library (a.k.a., july-
brary) is an excellent place to
sweat out any toxins. Soooo
glad I don’t live on campus.
1. My jet-setting lifestyle. 
I split my time between the
exotic locations of the Senecal
Estate in Smithﬁeld and the
Senecal Compound in
Woonsocket, with some
overnights at the Callahan
House on campus. I have my
antique vehicle (Radio Flyer
wagon), my sports vehicle
(bulldog buggy), and all the
ﬁner things in life. Chicks
scream my name and run to
pet me. Guys think I’m cool
(and I am). It’s quite the life.
So there you have it. Al-
though I ﬁnd much to be
thankful for, these are what I
appreciate the most. Enjoy
your Thanksgiving break, hug
your loved ones, and come
back to Bryant safe! ’Til next
time...WOOF!
All college freshmen hear
the words “get involved” far
more than they’d like, so
while I could tell you that
getting involved in – or even
just attending – Festival of
Lights will help you accli-
mate more to Bryant, I won’t.
Experiencing this tradi-
tion ﬁrsthand will make you
reﬂect on the close-knit com-
munity we have on campus,
but Festival of Lights is
about so much more than
that. 
The Festival of Lights was
one of the ﬁrst events I got
involved with here at Bryant.
At our Student Alumni Asso-
ciation meetings they told us
it was a major event and a
chance to enjoy the diversity
and excitement of the holi-
day season on campus. How-
ever, having never
experienced it before, I mis-
takenly thought it would be
just another event or table in
the Roto that everyone
would walk right by without
stopping. Boy, was I wrong!
When they day arrived I
walked into the Roto… and
was completely astonished.
There were over twenty ta-
bles set up with many diﬀer-
ent activities. The study
areas no longer existed and
were now replaced by Santa,
Mrs. Claus, Frosty, and a
Reindeer. Fluﬀy white snow
covered the ﬂoor and glass
areas creating the illusion of
a winter wonderland. Stu-
dents and faculty gathered
around, visiting the many ta-
bles covered with festive hol-
iday decorations and treats.
You could decorate ginger-
bread, make your own orna-
ments, decorate a holiday
plant, make your own cup-
cake, and take part in many
more activities and crafts cel-
ebrating various holidays
around the world. 
I was busy all day taking
pictures of people with Santa
and Mrs. Claus, but the only
thing I could think of was
how much I wanted to be-
come more involved with
Festival of Lights next year.  I
took over 200 pictures that
day and it did not matter
whether people believed in
Santa or had ever believed in
him. What truly mattered
that day was the simple joy
of getting into the holiday
spirit and making priceless
memories with friends. 
This year’s Festival of
Lights is going to be nothing
short of wonderful, espe-
cially for the entire freshman
class who have yet to experi-
ence its magic. This is an
event that should not be
missed. It’s a great opportu-
nity to take a moment, look
around, and savor the joys of
this magical time of year.
Look at all the wonderful
craft tables oﬀered by over
30 organizations and soak up
the holiday spirit with
friends and professors. Not
only does the festival oﬀer a
variety of creative projects in
the Roto, there is also a win-
dow decorating contest in
the Bryant Center. Window
decorating is a great way to
be more involved in the or-
ganizations you already are
part of by unleashing your
creative side and creating a
winter masterpiece. 
This year marks the 35th
year of the Festival of Lights
which falls on Wednesday
December 7, 2011. This
event, co-sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association
and CSI, is a favorite here on
campus for many reasons. 
It is a chance to enjoy live
music, have your photo
taken with Santa and Mrs.
Claus or Frosty and
Rudolph, and visit the many
craft tables nestled in the
Roto, which for all intents
and purposes is transformed
into a snowy paradise. So
even if you don’t go to any
other event this semester, be
sure to stop by the Festival of
Lights and enjoy the diver-
sity and joy of the holiday
season. 
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By Ironclad Tupper I
Tupper’s Tidbits
Top ﬁve reasons I have a
gratitude attitude
take part in the classroom ac-
tivities, take the exams, and
write the assignments. With
all this reading, homework,
and lesson plans, you can
guess that my days are very
long and busy. But it’s okay!
Bryant is giving me the best
experience of my life so far. 
I had always dreamed of
living in the US and the uni-
versity has given me this op-
portunity, as well as the
opportunity to experience
life on an American campus,
which is very diﬀerent from
what I’m used to. The major
diﬀerence is Tupper. I think
we all agree that Tupper is
awesome, right? Well, in
France, we don’t have mas-
cots (shocker!). 
Why? The ﬁrst reason is
that sports are not a big part
of campus life. Second, stu-
dents don’t live on campus.
During the weekend, we
only come to the university
to go to the library. Limited
interest in varsity sports
means no need for a mascot.
I wish we had a Tupper in
Toulouse, where I’ve done
the majority of my studies. 
The list of interesting
things that I’ve seen in the
US could go on and on, but I
will only share a couple so
you know what a foreigner
thinks of some of the most
ordinary every day things.
Beware of a second shocking
fact. Iced coﬀee is unheard of
in France. I don’t know why,
because it truly is a great
way to enjoy coﬀee. Another
thing about beverages: I
don’t understand why you
would put so much ice in a
drink that is already really
cold. For example, when you
go to a restaurant and they
ﬁll your glass with water and
so much ice that it could
make your teeth freeze, even
during fall when it starts to
get very cold. I annoy wait-
ers all the time because I
keep asking for “water with-
out ice.” I also annoy
cashiers at store registers be-
cause I bring along my own
plastic bags that I re-use
from previous shopping
trips. The other day at Wal-
mart, the cashier looked at
me like I had two heads and
actually asked if I didn’t like
her new plastic bags since I
didn’t want to use them. Oh,
well. It’s for the environ-
ment. 
The main thing that I tried
to get into is football. Ameri-
can football is such a big part
of life here. I come from the
South of France, and the
most popular sport in the re-
gion isn’t what you call soc-
cer, but rugby. I had always
been told that football was
similar to rugby so when I
went to my ﬁrst Bulldogs
game, I naively thought that
I would understand what
was going on on the ﬁeld. 
Boy, was I wrong. The
two sports have nothing in
common. I’m still in the
process of understanding the
rules of football, but I like
that it’s very diﬀerent from
what I’m used to. Diﬀerent is
good. I love having the
chance to live in a diﬀerent
country because it means
opening my mind to another
rather diﬀerent culture and
getting to understand it from
the inside out. 
I also enjoy sharing diﬀer-
ent aspects of French culture.
The other day, the French
Club had a Waiters’ Race on
campus. You may have no-
ticed people walking fast
around the pond while car-
rying trays with water and
Perrier bottles. They were
trying to win gift cards to
The Cheesecake Factory. The
same day (10/21), we had a
little Cooking Lesson in the
ICC kitchen where Prof.
LaMarca taught us how to
make madeleines, French
teacakes. Anybody who at-
tended will tell you that both
activities were very fun. 
My only wish is that more
students would consider
learning French. Knowing
the language allows you to
watch movies, read stories,
take part in discussions and
even know how to present
the weather forecast in
French (just ask my 105 how
much fun it was!) Learning a
foreign language is so much
more fun than memorizing
grammar rules. It gives you
insights into another culture
and into the traditions and
the way of life of people who
live thousands of miles
away. I hope that by the end
of the year, I will have con-
vinced many more students
of this. Bryant is a global and
international school. Every-
body should be studying a
language! Everybody should
be studying French! Trust
me! The teacher is cool…but
I may be biased…
Meet Mélanie Bozzo
Continued from page one
35th Festival of Lights
By Migena Dulaj
Contributing Writer
The Archway Investment Fund is a two- course capstone
experience allowing students to learn the ins and outs of se-
curities analysis and portfolio management. By actively
managing a portion of the Bryant University endowment, it
provides students
with hands-on ex-
perience in manag-
ing real time
money. The Arch-
way Investment
Fund consists of
nine sectors: Finan-
cials, Technology,
Industrials, Con-
sumer Discre-
tionary, Consumer
Staples, Energy,
Healthcare, Materi-
als, and Utilities.
Students also have
exposure to lectures
and practical valua-
tions, as well as a
series of guest
speakers from the
financial industry. 
Archway Fund 
By Sarah Perlman
Contributing Writer
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Is there a diﬀerence? 
The short answer is “no.” Generally
speaking, hens with white ear lobes lay
white eggs and hens with reddish-brown
earlobes lay brown eggs. The color of brown
eggs is a natural pigment placed by the hen
on the surface of the shell during the ﬁnal
stages of egg formation. From the inside, the
shell appears white.  The outer shell color
can vary from light to dark brown, depend-
ing on the breed of the hen and also on indi-
vidual hen characteristics.  
Friend or Foe? 
Nutritionally too, there is no diﬀerence
between the colors, cooking characteristics,
or ﬂavor. Quality, however, will vary be-
tween mass-produced eggs and free-range
farm-raised. Typically, stores carry white
eggs due to the white hens’ ability to pro-
duce more eggs. 
Eggs are nature's nutrient masterpiece:
loaded with essential nutrients, vitamins A
and D, B-vitamins, protein, healthy fats, cal-
cium, zinc, iron, and they are low in calories!
So why have eggs received such a bad name?
Cholesterol! Cholesterol has been deemed
the evil component of eggs with the claim
that the cholesterol in eggs raises cholesterol
levels in the blood, and contributes to the de-
velopment of heart disease. I am pleased to
say these allegations are being proved
wrong! 
Revised USDA nutrient data shows that
eggs are lower in cholesterol than previously
believed. Eggs are no longer considered a
culprit in elevated blood cholesterol. Re-
searchers at Kansas State University found
that a component in the egg, lecithin, inhibits
cholesterol absorption. They state that this
may be a reason why so many studies have
found no association between egg intake and
blood cholesterol.   
Cholesterol is a waxy substance produced
by our bodies and found in the fat compo-
nent of the blood. Your body produces cho-
lesterol for building healthy cells, but too
much can increase your risk for heart dis-
ease. Some folks produce high amounts of
cholesterol due to hereditary reasons, pre-
disposing them to an increased risk of high
cholesterol. Others develop high cholesterol
through poor eating patterns.  In this case,
saturated and trans-fats are responsible for
high cholesterol. Eating foods such as eggs
does not raise blood cholesterol the same
way fats do.  In short, eating fats – not cho-
lesterol – is responsible for raising choles-
terol levels in the blood. 
An egg contains approximately 215 mil-
ligrams (mg) of cholesterol, with most of that
cholesterol found in the yolk and very little
found in the white of the egg. It is recom-
mended that people with heart disease eat
less than 300 mg of cholesterol/day, two to
three eggs per week. Otherwise, a healthy in-
dividual could safely have one egg a day. As
with most foods, “everything in moderation”
applies. Have a safe holiday, talk with you
all soon!
Turner’s Thoughts
Eggs: Friend or Foe? 
Brown or White?
By Debbie Turner
Dietitian
North Smithﬁeld
News
Local inexpensive
eateries
By Emily Dupuis
Staﬀ Writer
Two of the best and least expensive restaurants in North
Smithﬁeld are Beef Barn and Coﬀee and Cream, both located at
4 Greenville Road. For those who want someplace to eat lunch
or dinner at an inexpensive rate, Beef Barn is perfect. The menu
oﬀers simple but delicious foods like cheeseburgers, B.L.T.s,
fries, and salads, as well as an array of desserts including
cheesecake and chocolate cake. There is also a wide selection of
drinks, but the most popular drinks are Beef Barn’s milk-
shakes, which come in strawberry, vanilla, coﬀee, and choco-
late ﬂavors. The restaurant is open Monday through Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. On Sundays, Beef Barn is open from
noon to 10 p.m. The options to dine in or take out are available.
For those who are more interested in a late-night snack or
breakfast, Coﬀee and Cream is the place to go. The menu in-
cludes everything from eggs to pancakes to muﬃns, and the
food is always delicious. The restaurant is open from 5 a.m. to
11 a.m. Monday through Saturday, 6 a.m. to noon on Sundays,
and 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays. Coﬀee and Cream
also oﬀers dine in or take out options. 
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Name: Kyle Baldwin
Position: Web Editor
Class: 2012
Hometown: Fairﬁeld, CA
Concentration: Management and His-
tory 
Fun facts: 
• I know a lot about the defense industry (just
ask Joelle Sopariwala who Leon Panetta is…)
• I have a younger brother who is 6’ 4” and
goes to George Washington University
• I raised pigs, chickens, and goats in high
school
• I didn’t know who Elmo was before coming
to college (yeah, laugh it up)
• The coolest place I have ever been is Latvia.
It’s a former Soviet republic and my family
and I got to see multi-story buildings that
were built in the 1490s – and people still live in
them today.
•I receive emails addressed to a Pastor Kyle
Baldwin from a Seventh Day Adventist church
in Texas. A special congratulations to the real
Pastor Baldwin on the arrival of his new baby. 
I am responsible for putting The Archway
online (www.bryantarchway.com). I will be
graduating in December (aka The Archway is
looking for a new web editor - if you are inter-
ested email The Archway at
archway@bryant.edu). 
In addition to working for The Archway, I
am involved in the Student Alumni Associa-
tion and work in Faculty Suite K.
Honors students
volunteer in
local community 
The Bryant University
Honors students have spent
their first semester this year
focusing on integrating serv-
ice into the first year experi-
ence.  Freshmen in the
program have taken part in
a variety of service events,
including a Blackstone River
Valley clean-up after Hurri-
cane Irene hit, a visit to play
Bingo at Heritage Hills
Nursing Home, and a day
building houses for Habitat
for Humanity Providence.   
The events are planned
by the Student Honors
Council as a way to help the
first year students under-
stand that being a part of
the Honors Program is so
much more than academics.
In just three events, a total
of 53 students have com-
pleted a total of 248 hours,
with more to come in De-
cember.  
“The service events are
really important for the
freshmen.  It gives us a
chance to get to know them
better, and gives them a
chance to bond with each
other and recognize how
much good can be done in
just a few hours,” says Alex
Bigelow, a junior currently
on the Student Honors
Council. 
The Honors program’s
commitment to service is
something that has become
strong over the past few
years here at Bryant.   Not
only do all first year stu-
dents take part in a service
event, but the program also
offers a Relay for Life team
as well as opportunities to
donate money to a local
charity.  
Each year, for instance,
upperclassmen that attend
the Honors Program’s New
York City Experience make a
donation before leaving for
the trip.  A total of over $800
was raised this year, and the
money will be donated dur-
ing the holiday season to a
charity that helps provide
gifts to children in need.   
  
 
Meet The Archway Editorial Board
Check back next week to meet another
member of The Archway Staﬀ. 
As you may have noticed outside
Salmanson this week, the Student Senate’s
primary goal right now is to increase stu-
dent awareness for the Bryant Center reno-
vations and encourage the student body to
support our petition. As a student, it is im-
portant for you to provide your input as
renovations are solely designed to cater to
you, the student body.  We, the Student
Senate, would like to say a special thanks to
all the students who have shown support
for the plans to renovate the Bryant Center
by signing the petition.
Currently, our Academic Aﬀairs Com-
mittee is working on increasing student
participation towards teacher evaluations.
It is important that students voice their con-
cerns about professors and courses to en-
sure proper feedback is given to the
professors and department chairs. The Aca-
demic Aﬀairs Committee is also looking
into a system to eﬃciently disseminate
campus announcements (referring to the
myBryant portal). Last but not least, a con-
cern about mobile Blackboard has been ac-
knowledged. The Academic Aﬀairs
Committee has taken the issue as a concern
and will be providing updates as they
come.
We would also like to take this time to
inform students that the third ﬂoor of the
Bryant Center is an excellent and resource-
ful location. If you have any questions
about organizations on campus or starting a
new organization, come by the Student Sen-
ate oﬃce. Need to make a poster or pur-
chase an item for your club or
organization? Make sure you come to the
Center for Student Involvement!
As the Student Senate, we urge all stu-
dents to provide senators with any com-
ments, concerns, or questions. Come to
Senate meetings on Wednesdays at 4 p.m.
in Papitto (behind Dunkin Donuts), or visit
the third ﬂoor of the Bryant Center!
Senate Corner
Bryant Center renovations
By Sahil Khurana
Contributing Writer
Last Friday night, the Velocity Dance team
put its rhythm and dance skills together for a
great cause. The 4th annual “dance-a-thon,”
hosted by Velocity in the Rotunda, raised
$1,300 for the Multiple Sclerosis society!
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic and
often disabling disease that attacks the cen-
tral nervous system which includes our
brain, spinal cord, and optic nerves. The dis-
ease aﬀects each person diﬀerently but symp-
toms of MS can include numbness in the
limbs, slight loss of vision, and trouble coor-
dinating diﬀerent motor functions. Approxi-
mately 400,000 Americans are currently
living with MS, and every week about 200
people are diagnosed. More than twice as
many women as men have MS, but there is
no evidence to suggest that MS is genetically
inherited. 
On the day before the dance-a-thon, the
members of Velocity set out to make these
numbers visible to the Bryant community –
white and orange ﬂags were placed on the
green outside of Koﬄer and the Unistructure.
1 white ﬂag = 10,000 Americans aﬀected by
the disease and 1 orange ﬂag = 10,000 people
aﬀected worldwide. The entire grass ﬁeld
was covered, in a striking representation of
the true number of people living with MS. 
This year’s event was put together by Ve-
locity Vice President Maria Fontana, who en-
sured that the traditions of the event were
carried on. Past executive board members
Eric Boudreau and Kelly O'Connell started
the event four years ago because they
thought more people should to be aware of
the symptoms associated with MS and how
many people are aﬀected by it each year.
"Overall I think the dance-a-thon is a great
way to raise money for such an important
cause. We are able to dance, have fun, and
raise awareness all at the same time," said
Junior Membership and Publicity Chair,
Alissa Nonnenmacher. 
Teams of students could sign up to com-
pete for prizes with a minimum donation of
$10 per person, but anyone could participate
for a small $5 donation at the door. The night
included 6 hours of music, dancing, and
games to educate and raise awareness among
Bryant students and, of course, all proceeds
will be donated in Bryant’s name to the MS
Society. 
The Velocity Dance Team is Bryant’s origi-
nal dance team and is an organization that
focuses on various forms of dance – hip hop,
jazz, lyrical pieces, and even “zumba.” Veloc-
ity performs all over campus including ath-
letic games, pep rallies, i2i, Mr. Bryant, and
many more events! The team is always open
to new members and new types of dance. If
you would like more information please
email the team at dance@bryant.edu or fol-
low them on Twitter @VelocityDance1.
Party Rockin’ for 
Multiple Sclerosis 
By Sara Larrabee
Staff Writer
By Katie Colton
Staff Writer
Margaret Markowski, Devon Klinka, Bailey Cornell, and
Kyle Nyskohus from the Honors Program volunteering.
(Katie Colton)
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Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
• Berkshire Hathaway invested $10.7B in IBM on
Monday. Warren Buﬀett’s company now holds a
5.5% stake in IBM. International Business Machines
has seen over a 30% increase in its stock price over
the past year. 
• The ﬁnance industry has seen over 200,000 jobs
disappear already this year. Citigroup has an-
nounced the termination of 3,000 employees and
France’s BNP has announced a 6.5% layoﬀ which
will leave 21,400 employees without jobs. 
• Dell Inc. posted Q3 proﬁts of $893M on Tuesday,
up 9% from Q3 of 2010. The company says that a
focus on higher-value products along with enter-
prise solutions is to be credited for the major gains.
• Target posted Q3 proﬁts of $555M, or 82 cents per
share. Proﬁts are up over $20M compared to Q3 of
2010
• The Occupy Wall Street protestors who have been
in NYC’s Zuccotti Park since September 17 have
cost local businesses millions of dollars. Their tents,
trash, and unwelcoming behavior have forced cus-
tomers to do business elsewhere. Local businesses
have seen a 40-50% decline in sales throughout the
past month.
•Chrysler and Fiat CEO Sergio Marchionne an-
nounced that Chrysler plans to invest $1.7 billion to
build its next-generation Jeep SUV at an assembly
plant in Toledo, Ohio. The investment will create
over 1,100 new jobs.
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor
We already failed this experiment
Business justiﬁably gets a
bad rap for failing every
major test of ethics that comes
along. Just look at our ﬁnan-
cial institutions; the greed and
self-interest of a few bank ex-
ecutives drove the world’s
economy to the brink of col-
lapse. Worst of all, there were
plenty of harbingers of the
scope and scale of the ethical
putrescence in business. 
Have you heard about
Enron? I have a bottle opener
from Enron that was given to
me via someone who left the
company because he couldn’t
tolerate their practices. But
even as he left to avoid the
shame, he couldn’t work up
the indignation to blow the
whistle. Another friend was
working at MCI during their
scandal. You know what?
When I think of my friends
and acquaintances who have
worked in highly proﬁtable
businesses for any length of
time, every one of them has
been aﬀected by a scandal
and the sudden realization
that the company wasn’t mak-
ing as much money as they
thought they were. More re-
cently, check out how Olym-
pus (yes, the camera
company, although they do
$12 billion of cameras and op-
tics) appears to have cooked
the books for years to make it-
self appear more proﬁtable.
Some of my socialist and
anarchist connections from
Europe and Latin America
think all this bad behavior is
evidence that the government
should rule corporations with
an iron ﬁst. The belief in the
innate evil of big corporations
has inﬂuenced the Occupy
Wall Street movement. But I
don’t buy this solution. 
To begin with, my own re-
search indicates that upper
leadership in government is
far more likely to be corrupt
than in the for-proﬁt world.
Examples include the recent
Navy procurement scandal in
Newport, RI or even our
healthcare system which is
one of the most fraudulent in-
dustries in America, with
fraud, waste, and abuse costs
accounting for as much as
40% of healthcare costs in
some parts of America. How
could doctors, nurses, and
other noble caretakers of our
well-being be party to this
sort of behavior? And how
could government procure-
ment oﬃcials who took an
oath to uphold our laws vio-
late that trust?
Michael Franzese—the for-
mer mobster who recently
spoke on campus—put it best
when he spoke of his former
family (in both senses of the
word), “It isn’t that the people
were evil. But the lifestyle was
evil.” The oﬃcers of the mob
take an oath to put the “fam-
ily” ﬁrst. Their loyalty to the
common well-being is what
gives the maﬁa organization
such strength and resilience—
but it also twists their values.
The ultimate example of this
in today’s news? Joe Paterno
at Pennsylvania State. How
could a leader, who was ap-
parently told of the violation
of children in his locker room
showers, tolerate the presence
of such a monster on his staﬀ?
His loyalty to the Penn State
athletic community trumped
societal ethical values.
The distinctly human crav-
ing to belong to a successful
group is an innate animal in-
stinct. We can’t avoid it, and it
explains the tribalism that has
dominated our species’ his-
tory. I think (in my opinion
only) that this also explains
why every persistent civiliza-
tion in our history has been
characterized by an over-
arching code of ethics, either
in the form of dominant reli-
gion (such as in Europe or
Southwestern Asia) or a char-
acteristic philosophy (such as
in ancient Egypt and Rome
and also in modern China). 
Such over-arching ethical
codes help mitigate the
chance that a single group
with abusive tendencies
comes to dominate a culture.
Basically, it is a system of
checks and balances so that an
unethical behavior doesn’t
beneﬁt one group at the ex-
pense of the common well-
being at the higher level.  
When that higher level sys-
tem of checks and balances
fails, empires and civilizations
collapse. This is why universi-
ties like Bryant make ethics an
important component of their
curriculum. Every graduate
should learn what the over-
arching ethical principles are
before entering the tribal
world of corporations and
non-proﬁt organizations, or
starting their own tribe as an
entrepreneurial leader. Mark
Zuckerburg and the late Steve
Jobs were both careful about
the tribal values they created.
See Failed experiment,
page 7.
Graph of the week: Our world 
through numbers
The Heath brothers, authors of the best-selling book Made
to Stick, have now published a new book: The Myth of the
Garage and Other Minor Surprises.  Slate published an ex-
cerpt this week, in which they describe a simple test devised
by Clay Christensen to evaluate potentially over-hyped new
technologies.Christensen calls it the "milkshake test."   Here
is a portion of the Heath brothers' article:
“Christensen asks us to imagine a group of marketers at a
fast-food restaurant who want to sell more shakes. As they
comb the customer data for insight, they discover something
interesting: Most milkshakes are sold to early-morning com-
muters who buy a single milkshake and nothing else. Why
milkshakes? These commuters, according to Christensen, are
“hiring” milkshakes to do a job for them: to supply a break-
fast that is ﬁlling and nonmessy and cupholder-compatible.
So when you evaluate the next big thing, ask the Christensen
question: What job is it designed to do? Most successful in-
novations perform a clear duty. When we craved on-the-go
access to our music collections, we hired the iPod. When we
needed quick and eﬀective searches, we hired Google. And
looking ahead, it’s easy to see the job that Square will per-
form: giving people an easy, inexpensive way to collect
money in the oﬄine world.”
The Heath brothers admit that the test is NOT a perfect
predictor of which new technologies will thrive and which
will turn out to be busts.  It is helpful though.  The "milk-
shake test" reminds us to focus on what function the product
serves for the customer.  Moreover, it reminds us that the
same product can do diﬀerent jobs in diﬀerent situations.
For instance, a Starbucks coﬀee at 6:00 a.m. does a very dif-
ferent "job" for the consumer than a coﬀee at 4 p.m. in the af-
ternoon.  
By Michael Roberto D.B.A
Faculty Contributor
Professor Roberto
Blogspot: 
The Milkshake Test
By Michael J. Gravier,
PhD, CTL
Faculty Contributor
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But no matter how good
the tribal or even societal val-
ues are, ultimately at the indi-
vidual level humans are built
to react strongly to rewards.
When something feels real
good, we crave more of it. Re-
cent research indicates that
some successes and sensa-
tions are as addictive to us as
any drug. Humans are also
built to fear authority and
keep their places in the social
hierarchy. When these com-
bine, we can have a recipe for
amazing accomplishments, or
a recipe for disaster. 
The authority can tolerate
horrendous crimes, but if the
authority also rewards those
who obey, human beings will
tolerate and even actively par-
ticipate in the crimes. This is
how dictators succeed: they
leverage both of these strong
human instincts.
If you want to see this in
action, watch Discover chan-
nel’s recent airing of, “How
Evil am I?” In this show, Hol-
lywood director, writer and
actor Eli Roth presents a re-
creation of the Milgram ex-
periment. In this
made-for-television experi-
ment, average Americans par-
ticipate in an experiment
where they administer an
electric shock to someone
whenever he gets the wrong
answer to a sequence of sim-
ple questions.
The participants are told
that they are helping a psy-
chological experiment about
learning and that they can
stop at any time. The victim
of the shocks is supposedly
behind a closed door, but the
participant can hear the
screams increase as the volt-
age increases. But here’s the
twist: behind the average
American participant is an
actor in a white lab coat who
only speaks when the partici-
pant expresses concern about
the experiment. The actor is
only permitted to say in an
even tone of voice some varia-
tion of, “The experiment must
continue. You must proceed.” 
Although many people ex-
pressed concern or reserva-
tion about administering a
series of 30 or more electrical
jolts that topped out at 450
volts, two-thirds completed
the experiment, despite the
screams of pain coming from
behind the door in response
to most of the shocks.
In reality, no shocks were
given and the screams were
pre-recorded with an actor,
but the participant didn’t
know this. But the participant
did know that it was always
an option to get up and leave.
And even short of leaving,
voicing four complaints
would have ended the experi-
ment, but most people never
complained enough to end
the experiment. This experi-
ment has been repeated sev-
eral times with similar results.
Human sociability and in-
stincts have brought us far
from the hunter-gatherer
lifestyle that used to be our
norm. We have developed
cures for diseases, grown
food for the hungry, and de-
veloped systems of laws and
ethics that provide us a better
life than we’ve had in the his-
tory of humanity. But given
that our ability to set aside
our personal beliefs for the
well-being of the group has
produced so much beneﬁt to
the world, should we be sur-
prised when we see child
porn scandals in our universi-
ties and corporate fraud on a
global scale? I feel justiﬁed in
telling you: don’t be sur-
prised. We already failed this
experiment. But I am a naive
man; every time we fail in this
way, it surprises me. 
Are you looking for a way to get 
involved with The Archway?
Become our Web Editor
for the Spring 2012
semester!
Contact archway@bryant.edu
Failed experiment Continued from Page 6
THE BRYANTMBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM
Full-time, day program for all majors
•  No professional experience necessary
•  Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job market
•  Gain hands-on experience with the
Business Practicum
• •
Graduate School of Business
Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401) 232-6230  
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in
their chosen professions.  As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni 
community that includes industry leaders across the country and around the world. 
THE BRYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANCY (MPAC) 
Full-time, day program for accounting majors
•  Meets the 150 hour requirement for
CPA licensure 
•  Complete in Summer/Fall,
Summer/Summer, Fall/Spring or
Spring/Summer
•  Tax concentration available with
Summer/Fall or Summer/Summer plan
DECEMBER GRADUATES – NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
SPRING 2012 START IN ONE-YEAR MBA AND MPAC
www.bryant.edu/gradschool   •   401-232-6230
T H E B RYA N T
G R A D U AT E P R O G R A M S
UPCOMING INFO SESSION: WEDNESDAY, ?????????? AT 5:30PM IN MRC 4
Planning and cooking Thanksgiving dinner is about as easy as juggling
chain saws. From setting a menu to managing multiple dishes at once, even
the seasoned poultry preparer can become overwhelmed. Luckily, mobile ap-
plications can help make Nov. 24 a little less stressful and a little tastier _
whether you're hooked on Apple devices or stuck on your BlackBerry.
Here are a few we've tested.
PAPRIKA RECIPE MANAGER
Price: $4.99
Compatibility: iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad
Ideal for: The culinary organizer
There are countless recipe apps, but chances are none of them can outdo that
well-worn box of handwritten note cards you inherited from your grand-
mother. Paprika allows you to store your culinary traditions digitally while
easily discovering new ideas. Using the app to browse more than 150 sites
from Food Network to Epicurious, you can download recipes straight to your
device. Meal planning and grocery lists also take some of the stress out of get-
ting organized.
KEY RING
Price: Free
Compatibility: iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows
Ideal for: The card-carrying shopper
Before you can cook, you must shop. Lighten your load by dumping the stack
of plastic loyalty cards that fatten your wallet and weigh down your purse.
You can keep the savings with Key Ring, which can scan and store your infor-
mation from more than 700 loyalty programs. When you want to redeem your
deals in the store, just select the retailer and scan your barcode, all without
fumbling for your keys. You can even join some programs without the paper-
work.
CHOW THANKSGIVING DINNER COACH
Price: Free
Compatibility: iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad
Ideal for: The traditionalist
If you ﬁnd Thanksgiving complicated enough without having to cull through
hundreds of recipes to ﬁnd the right instructions for an adequately cooked
turkey, you might want to give Chow Thanksgiving Dinner Coach a try. With
just nine preloaded holiday staples like pumpkin pie and cranberry sauce, it
trades ﬂair for simplicity with an easy-to-follow timeline that's all about get-
ting a meal in front of your guests without burning the bird.
OPENTABLE
Price: Free
Compatibility: iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows
Ideal for: The disaster-prone
OK. Let's say (hypothetically, of course) you did burn the bird. Don't panic.
With OpenTable, you can pull up available reservations at more than 20,000
restaurants even at the last minute. Browse menus and price points to ﬁnd the
right conciliatory cuisine for your guests and reserve your table right from the
app. You can even invite friends and family to join you via email. They'll think
you planned it all along. Just leave out the part about the kitchen ﬁre.
BLACK FRIDAY APP
Price: Free
Compatibility: iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad, Android
Ideal for: The dedicated opportunist
Nothing is quite so eﬀective at working out that post-Thanksgiving aggres-
sion than battling for good deals on the busiest shopping day of the year. Get
the intel you need including sales that are both conﬁrmed and rumored di-
rectly from this app from dealnews.com. You can sort by store to map out
your plan of attack or ﬁnd items on your holiday wish list by category or
search.
By Tyler Dukes
MCT Campus
Apps to gobble during
Thanksgiving break
As the Sports Editor here
at The Archway I have had the
pleasure of speaking with
some of the most exciting
people you could possibly
meet here at Bryant.  From
Cal Ripken to Marty Fine and
beyond, I have explored the
full spectrum of athletics that
Bryant has to oﬀer.  However,
when it comes to the most in-
teresting athlete of Bulldog
Nation, only one name comes
to mind.   
Those who have met him
can attest to the fact that sen-
ior Forward of the Hockey
team Harry Jaquith has a
story to tell.  His story is that
of a true journeyman, who
has hung his hat anywhere 
from the woods of Northern
Maine to the halls of our na-
tion’s capital.  His passion has
always been twofold: hockey,
and doing it for the boys.  I
had the chance to sit down
with Jaquith and discuss the
Bryant Hockey team and his
experiences.
How would you describe
Bryant’s hockey team?
From an internal perspec-
tive, it’s like living in a snow
globe of personalities.  We are
a close knit group that has
grown to know each other
very well. For us, if it’s not for
the boys it’s for the fans.
What is your most memo-
rable experience with the
team?
My most memorable expe-
rience was winning the
NECHA Championship last
year when we defeated
Northeastern in the ﬁnals.  It
was an extremely impressive
victory from a personal stand-
point as the team really came
together and played for one
another.
What is your favorite feature
of the team?
My favorite feature of the
team is not knowing that your
team mates have your back,
but knowing that you always
have theirs. The Bryant
Hockey Team has been to-
gether for several years now.
The chemistry that exists be-
tween its members  has been
developing since our fresh-
man year. We are certainly
not a group of scholars or dy-
namic athletes, but we have a
great team, and we like to
think that we excel socially.
What are your predictions
for the team this year?
I think that we will be a
contender come playoﬀ time
to repeat as NECHA
champs.  We had a rough
start in dropping a few early
games but the train is oﬃ-
cially back on track with big
wins over UCONN and
Keene State. Anyone can
make a run at the title in this
league, so I am not too con-
cerned about having some
warm weather for nationals.  
What are some big
games/events that fans
should look out for?
Fans should be looking
forward to our next big
home game on Friday
against Bridgewater State
University.  We play all
home games at the Smith-
ﬁeld Ice Hockey Rink, and
we kindly ask that Bulldog
Nation bring the ruckus to
the arena.  We love our fans
and we thank all of those
who come out to our games
and support the Boys of
Winter.
It is undeniable that
Jaquith’s heart fully belongs
to the Bryant Hockey team
and the fans that come out to
show their support.  Playing
alongside his teammates and
in front of the fans are the
passions that drive him to-
wards continuous improve-
ment and highly anticipated
victories.  Should you want to
learn more about Jaquith or
any other member of the team
be sure to visit the Bulldog’s
website at www.bryant-
hockey.com.  As Harry also
mentioned, be sure to head
down to the Smithﬁeld Ice
Rink at 7 p.m. this Friday, No-
vember 18 as the team takes
on the Bridgewater State
Bears.  We wish Harry and the
rest of the Boys of Winter the
best of luck with the rest of
their season and into the play-
oﬀs. 
Know a common man ath-
lete? A dog among dogs? 
Email your nominations to
archway@bryant.edu 
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Do you know your sports? 
Great.
Meetings @ 4:30pm 
Room 2A of the Bryant Center
Sport: Soccer
This week’s BUIAOTW goes out to Felicia
Thomas who is the net minder for her Indoor
Soccer team.  Thomas has been described as a
human wall in front of her own net for the team,
with the quickness and anticipation to keep the
opposition from getting on the board.  Being one
of the more under-appreciated positions in Intra-
murals, we admire Felicia’s perseverance and
will to win, two traits that any aspiring
BUIAOTWs should emulate.  We wish Felicia
and her team the best of luck in their march to-
wards the playoﬀs. 
Bryant University
Intramural Athlete 
of the Week
Felicia Thomas
The Common Man Athlete Spotlight: 
A Senior Forward and the Boys of Winter
Jaquith has been a four year player for the Bulldogs.
(Melissa Wade)
By Tom Hansen
Sports Editor
‘The Bryant Hockey Team has been together for
several years now. The chemistry that exists be-
tween its members now has been developing since
our freshman year.’
After registering ﬁve ﬁrst-
place ﬁnishes on the week,
junior Casey Ostrander
(Yarmouthport, Mass.) was
named the Northeast Confer-
ence Swimmer of the Week on
Tuesday. It is the second time
this season that Ostrander has
won the award.
Finding comfort in the
Chace Athletic Center Pool,
Ostrander started her week
oﬀ with a bang against Provi-
dence College last Wednes-
day. A Massachusetts native,
she put together the best indi-
vidual performance of the
season, winning three events
and setting pool records in all
three. 
Before all the individual
events, however, Ostrander
began her evening by swim-
ming the opening leg of the
200 medley relay. Along with
Brianne Dwyer (Hicksville,
N.Y.), Kaitlin Buckley
(Duxbury, Mass.) and Amy
D'Olympia (Mattapoisett,
Mass.), the Bulldogs set a pool
record with a time of 1:51.02.
After that, Ostrander went
on to win the 50 free, 100 free
and 100 ﬂy. She started with
the 50 free, setting a pool
record with a time of 24.31.
She followed by winning the
100 free in her next event, set-
ting the record with a time of
53.02. Ostrander won her ﬁnal
event of the evening, setting a
pool record in the 100 ﬂy. It
was the ﬁrst time she had
swum the event all season.
Ostrander kept the mo-
mentum going three days
later at a tri-meet in
Loudonville, N.Y. Racing
against Siena College and Ni-
agara University, Ostrander
won the 50 free and the 100
ﬂy. Overall, the two victories
give her 13 on the season.
The Black and Gold
are back in action this
Sunday, Nov. 20, when
they travel to Burlington,
VT, to take on the Uni-
versity of Vermont.
Courtesy of
Bryant Athletics
Ostrander again NEC 
Swimmer of the Week 
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• On Tuesday night, Mike
Krzyzewski, simply known as
Coach K, became college bas-
ketball’s winningest coach.
Coach K notched win number
903 leading his Blue Devils
over Michigan State 74-69.
With the victory, Coach K
surpassed his college coach
and mentor, Bobby Knight’s
record number of victories.
The two shared a tear ﬁlled
moment after the game,
Coach K remarked, "I'm not
sure how many people tell
him they love him, but I love
him for what he's done for
me, and I thanked him. He
said 'Boy, you've done pretty
good for a kid who couldn't
shoot.' I think that means he
loves me too. At least that's
how I'm taking that."
• This week the NBA’s prob-
lems went from bad to worse.
First, the NBA oﬃcially de-
cided to cancel games
through December 15, eﬀec-
tively cancelling 26 percent of
the season. Hours later, NBA
players including the likes of
Carmelo Anthony and Kevin
Durant, ﬁled two class-action
anti-trust lawsuits against the
league on Tuesday. So, as the
lockout enters its ﬁfth month,
the dispute has now moved
from the negotiating table to
federal court. 
• In a telephone interview
Monday night with NBC’s
Bob Costas, former Penn State
defensive coordinator Jerry
Sandusky made his ﬁrst pub-
lic comments on the sexual
abuse issue and proclaimed
his innocence concerning the
allegations against him. 
The scandal has rocked the
Penn State community and
the entire sports world. Penn
State Athletic Director Tim
Curley and Vice President
Gary Schultz are facing per-
jury charges and head coach
Joe Paterno and university
president Graham Spanier
were ﬁred from their posi-
tions for failing to do enough
about allegations of San-
dusky’s behavior. Meanwhile
new head coach Tim Bradley
has said that the team will ac-
cept a bowl invitation if it re-
ceives one, garnering outrage
from many and adding fuel to
an already raging ﬁre. 
• In happier college football
news, this week LSU was the
unanimous decision for The
Associated Press’ college foot-
ball poll’s number one spot.
This marked the ﬁrst time
since October 26, 2008 that a
team received all of the 60
ﬁrst place votes. LSU is 10-0
on the season and has held
the number one spot since
September 25. 
• Tiger Woods’ name was in
the headlines this week for a
good on-course performance
for the ﬁrst time in a long
time. Woods ﬁnished third at
the Australian Open, shooting
a ﬁnal round 67. With the
third place ﬁnish he moved
up to 50th in the World Golf
Rankings, marking the ﬁrst
time he has moved up the
rankings since April 10. Luke
Donald held onto his number
one spot followed by Rory
McIlroy, Lee Westwood, Mar-
tin Kaymer, and Steve
Stricker. 
Do you know where your
shorts are? Send all Sports
Shorts to
archway@bryant.edu
Sports Shorts: 
The world of sports at a glance
By Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor in Chief
LSU continues its run atop
the AP Coaches’ Poll. 
(MCT Campus)
The Bryant University
women's volleyball team
closed out the 2011 season in
style with a hard-fought 3-2
win on the road at Fairleigh
Dickinson Sunday afternoon. 
Game scores were 25-23,
15-25, 25-22, 19-25, 15-11. The
Bulldogs
ﬁnish the
year 14-18
overall and
.500 in the
Northeast
Conference
with an 8-8
mark.  The
eight league
wins are the
most since
Bryant
joined the
NEC.  Last
year, Bryant
was 5-11 in
conference
and 6-10 in 2009.
On Sunday, the Bulldogs
rode the backs of the senior
duo of Maria Scocca (Melrose,
Mass.) and Jazmin Stoner
(Durango, Colo.).  Scocca
came up huge with 16 kills
and ﬁve blocks in the match
and was instrumental in clos-
ing the door on the Knights
(17-13, 7-9 NEC) in the ﬁfth
and deciding set.
With the match tied 2-2,
the Bulldogs raced out to a
quick 6-2 lead right oﬀ the bat
in the ﬁfth.  Fairleigh Dickin-
son would trim the lead to 11-
9 but a kill from Stoner and
two kills by Scocca pushed
the Bulldogs to match point.
Following a side-out by the
hosts, Scocca ended the match
with her 16th kill of the match
and giving the Bulldogs the
win.
Stoner had another solid
performance as the senior hit
.258 oﬀensively with 12 kills
and registered four of
Bryant's nine service aces in
the match. 
Setter Jadith Lorenzo
(Lawrence, Mass.) enjoyed a
tremendous all around match
as well.  In addition to her 37
assists, the junior had ﬁve
kills on 10 swings with no er-
rors, plus added a pair of
service aces, six blocks and 16
digs defensively. 
Courtesy of
Bryant Athletics
This year’s senior class has been one of
Bryant Volleyball’s most impressive. (Bryant
Athletics)
Finishing strong 
Volleyball wins
its ﬁnal match 
(MCTCampus)
STUDENTS
SPEAK
OUT
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON 
THE MYBRYANT PORTAL?
"What is the myBryant Portal?" 
Tom Hansen '12
"It's easy to work" Lindsey Patruno '15
"It's useful" Alex Cohen
"What is that?" Ariel LaPorte '15
"We're freshmen; we don't know what that is." 
Jessica Benacquista '15 "I forget to check it. What's the point then?" 
Kelsey Nowak, '14
"There's a four year learning curve" 
Bily Kelaher '12
"I don't look at it" Jamie Mils '12
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King of Pop's doctor
forced to ‘beat it’
Though my cousin was an
expert on the Casey Anthony
trial this past summer, I never
expected the obsession with
courtroom drama to run in
the family. Recently, however,
I became an avid viewer of a
large-scale trial myself. 
The Conrad Murray Trial,
also known as the Michael
Jackson Doctor Trial, began
on September 27, and to say
that I simply watched it (even
though its ratings surpris-
ingly paled in comparison to
those of the Casey An-
thony trial)
would be
quite the un-
derstatement.
Let’s just say I
had my TV re-
ligiously tuned
to HLN when I
had a few sec-
onds to spare
over the trial’s
23-day dura-
tion.
For those of
you who are un-
familiar with
this case, it is
essentially the
legal battle over
who was responsible for
Michael Jackson's sudden
death in 2009. 
The prosecution consisted
of two LA deputy district at-
torneys who told jurors that
the King of Pop’s “misplaced
trust in the hands of Dr. Con-
rad Murray cost Michael Jack-
son his life.” Murray's defense
counsel, on the other hand,
claimed that Jackson, who
was tired and under pressure
to get ready for a series of
epic comeback concerts, was
taking various sedatives so he
could get some sleep. The de-
fense claimed that when Dr.
Murray left Michael Jackson’s
bedside on June 25, Jackson
self-administered a lethal
dose of drugs that killed him
almost instantly.  
Dr. Conrad Murray was
hired as Jackson’s full-time
personal physician for
$150,000 a month in March
2009. Evidence in the form of
medical records and pill bot-
tles suggested that Murray
began procuring large
amounts of the powerful sur-
gical anesthetic propofol to
administer to Jackson by the
month of April. 
Dr. Murray claimed that
Jackson was in such dire need
of sleep that he would beg
Murray for the drug. Over the
duration of the trial the Jury
saw 49 witnesses, including
medical experts, investigators,
members of Jackson’s staﬀ,
and Dr. Murray’s patients and
past girlfriends. The Jury ob-
served nearly 400 pieces of
evidence that took the form of
video clips from Jackson’s last
rehearsals, messages and in-
terviews from Dr. Murray,
and photos of Jackson’s bed-
room. 
I found one of the most
shocking pieces of evidence to
be a cryptic voice recording of
Jackson taken from Murray’s
cell phone. Jackson’s voice
was heavily slurred and al-
most incomprehensible as he
spoke of his plans to build the
largest children’s hospital in
the world as an attempt to
make up for his lost child-
hood. Conrad Murray ob-
served Jackson in this
perturbing
state but continued to order
large shipments of the drug
propofol which, according to
medical experts, should never
be administered outside of a
hospital setting as it requires
constant care and sophisti-
cated medical equipment.
This equipment was not
found in Jackson's bedroom,
where the pop star was re-
ceiving the anesthetic. 
Some trial highlights in-
cluded Jackson’s bodyguard’s
testimony that depicted Mur-
ray telling him to ﬁll a bag
with medicine vials, a saline
bag, and an IV bag for dis-
posal. Jackson’s assistant and
paramedics recounted how a
"frantic" Murray failed to im-
mediately call 911 and para-
medics believe Jackson could
have died up to an hour be-
fore they arrived. Medical ex-
pert’s testimonies blamed
Murray for leaving Jackson
unmonitored and revealed a
variety of extreme deviations
from the standard of care for
a patient. Dr. Murray decided
not to take the stand in his de-
fense.
After a total deliberation
time of eight hours and ﬁfteen
minutes, I watched in my liv-
ing room as a guilty verdict
was announced at 1:18 PM
PST on November 7.  Though
most of the Jackson family sat
with heads down, a scream
erupted from Michael’s sister
LaToya and scenes of celebra-
tory fans outside the court-
room were shown as they
waved "Justice for Michael"
signs. The Jury believed Doc-
tor Conrad Murray brought
about Jackson’s death
through gross negligence.
Murray was charged with in-
voluntary manslaughter in
the death of Jackson and is
forced to wait until November
29 to be sentenced. Following
sentencing Murray faces up to
a four-year stint in LA county
jail and the loss of his medical
license. Judge Michael Pastor
denied a defense request for
bail for Dr. Murray and or-
dered him handcuﬀed and
taken into immediate custody
in the courtroom.
David Walgren, the deputy
Los Angeles District Attorney,
claimed that
the "over-
whelming"
evidence ex-
posed Mur-
ray's criminal
negligence.
Throughout
the trial Mur-
ray was por-
trayed as a
money-hungry
physician who
took actions
that were con-
sidered incon-
ceivable by
reputable physi-
cians. The care,
or lack thereof, given to Jack-
son while he was under Dr.
Murray's care was so beyond
normal practice, prosecutors
said, that it amounted to a
"pharmaceutical experiment." 
Though Michael Jackson’s
fans are devastated to have
lost a music icon, I found the
most heart-wrenching part of
this tragedy to be the fact that
Jackson’s death has left three
children without a father
rather early on in their lives.
Though the children were de-
liberately shielded from the
majority of the courtroom and
media drama, their grief was
deeply felt on day two of tes-
timonies. 
The jury heard Jackson’s
security chief convey the
shocked reactions of children
Paris, 13, and Prince, 14, as
they came across the body of
their lifeless father from the
hallway of their home. As
someone who has lost a dad, I
am familiar with the shock
that comes along with receiv-
ing this kind of news. It is one
of the worst feelings in the
world to come to the realiza-
tion that you will never be
able to talk to or interact with
your father again. For Jack-
son’s kids, however, the situa-
tion is even more troubling as
they have such a high-proﬁle
father. 
Since Murray’s trial has
been covered by the media on
a daily basis, it’s sad to know
that even this long after his
death these children are still
forced to face the harrowing
ordeal of reliving their fa-
ther’s ﬁnal few hours. It must
By Meredith Failla
Copy Editor
Pavlov’s folly: 
grading in higher
education
The entirety of modern education is founded upon a sin-
gular principle: the idea that people will accept values when
they are presented by an authority ﬁgure. At an early age,
this hanging of the carrot before the horse is useful for
teaching children to obey their elders, and to establish the
basic framework of the mind for years to come.
This practice likely beneﬁts a child at an early age, as it
helps foster a structured learning environment.  However,
problems typically arise during adolescence, when the child
develops his mental faculties, but this basic system of learn-
ing fails to evolve alongside his mindset.
Many a child loses interest in schooling during adoles-
cence, for the simple Pavlovian system practiced today does
not appeal in the same way to a teenager as it does to a stu-
dent in elementary school.
During youth, the promise of good grades entices, and
many children come running at the sound of the metaphori-
cal dinner bell, slobbering for the opportunity to please the
unquestionable authority ﬁgures found in their teachers and
their parents.
However, the current system of letter grades and percent-
age points wholly ignores the fact that tension will build be-
tween instructor and student over time.  The inﬂuence of
these authority ﬁgures wanes signiﬁcantly as a child grows
older.
A child will learn the fullest extent of his parents’ control,
and lose interest in bringing report cards home to be pinned
upon the refrigerator.  The same applies to his teachers, as
realizing the nature of compulsory education comes to
make the student feel trapped in the classroom, year after
year.
The student has no control, and as such will reject the
trappings of such a restrictive environment in any way pos-
sible.  A child arrives in the world in a state of perpetual
wonder, but upon discovering its limits, devises ways to
cope with its conﬁnements in whatever manner possible.
A great irony becomes apparent, for the education sys-
tem as it exists today is its own worst enemy.  It attempts to
mold children into independent beings who think for them-
selves, yet at the same time it assumes, baselessly, that it
will never come under scrutiny itself.
The fact that this simpleton mentality persists beyond the
scope of public education is even more abominable.  The
idea that people who can legally vote, smoke cigarettes, and
in some cases even buy liquor, are subjected to the same
scales as a child in ﬁrst grade is equal parts hilarious and
pathetic.
Age, however, is not the key factor which contributes to
the absurdity of modern evaluation at universities.  The true
disconnect lies between the evolved perceptive ability of
students and the overly simplistic model of grade structure.
In response to this disconnect, a dichotomy ultimately
emerges among students.  One group will continue as they
always have, chasing their grades and fretting for their
GPAs, and, in general, pursuing the greatest return on their
educational investment.
A student who has pursued the abstract concept of a
grade for nearly twenty years will ﬁnd it hard to do much
else in life.  This student becomes a type of thrall, willing to
ﬁt the mold of whatever value system is presented by a
boss, superior oﬃcer, or other authority ﬁgure.
The human brain, a machine without known equal, is
unique in that it has an immense capacity for logical reason-
ing and self-revision.   The modern education system is de-
signed to streamline these machines, though not very
eﬃciently.
Our modern educational system, will all its emphasis on
“critical thinking”, nudges the human being to be little more
than an input-output machine, working primarily on the or-
ders of others, with little capacity and even less desire to
By Collin Heroux
Staﬀ Writer
See Grading in education, page 13 See King of Pop’s doctor, page 12
Dr. Conrad Murray and Michael Jackson. (MCT Campus)‘Many a child loses interest in schooling dur-
ing adolescence, for the simple Pavlovian sys-
tem practiced today does not appeal in the
same way to a teenager as it does to a student
in elementary school.’
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be even worse for them to be
constantly reminded that they
lost time with their father be-
cause of someone's careless-
ness. Paris broke hearts at a
memorial service 12 days
after Jackson’s death in which
she said, “Daddy has been the
best father you could ever
imagine. I loved him so
much.” Michael Jackson’s
mother Katherine was
awarded custody and the
three children now live with
her on her estate near Los An-
geles. Though they are said to
be making every attempt to
pick up the pieces and carry
on with life as normal, (Paris
plays on a ﬂag football team
and Prince sings in school
performances) as prosecutor
David Walgren stated, “Con-
rad Murray left Prince, Paris,
and Blanket without a father.
For them, this case will go on
forever.”
King of Pop’s doctor
Continued from page 11
Abuse against
American
women goes
unreported
For those of you who be-
lieve that the discrimination
against women in the United
States is a nonissue, there are
some things you should con-
sider. Beyond the emotional
impact endured by oppressed
women in the United States,
there are hard facts to illus-
trate the ramiﬁcations of gen-
der inequalities. 
One women’s center in
New York reported that there
is $900 million a year lost
from our economy due to
lower productivity and absen-
teeism by domestic violence
victims. This center also ex-
plains that there are 2 million
injuries annually and 1,300
deaths in the US that are the
direct result of intimate part-
ner violence.
To give you another shock-
ing statistic, the FBI reports
that each year in the United
States 15,000-18,000 people
are modern slaves, trapped in
a traﬃcking scheme. These in-
dividuals, predominantly
women and children, are
bought and sold for domestic
work as well as sexual ex-
ploitation. American citizens
are kept captive, abused;
American women, losing con-
trol over their bodies and
choices. Where is this on the
news? 
Mitt Romney recently sup-
ported a Mississippi eﬀort to
prevent access to any birth
control means. No condoms,
no pills, no plan B. Regardless
of your position on abortion,
premarital sex, and whatever
else comes into play in this
context, this eﬀort, had it been
approved, would have pre-
vented married women as
well as single women from
controlling their reproductive
system by any means other
than abstinence.
The issue of gender dis-
crimination is an easy one to
ignore. The country claims
equality. People, again, misla-
bel improvements as equality.
The issues, though, still exist.
They are still present and
widespread. They must be
corrected. Ending the silence
that surrounds the issues is
the ﬁrst step to ending traf-
ﬁcking rings, to reinstating
the millions lost back into the
economy, and to maintaining
a female right to make bodily
decisions. 
These are real life, every
day issues that can no longer
be ignored. 
By Nicole Murphy
Staﬀ Writer
We need a web editor!
Email:
archway@bryant.edu
for an application!
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Bryant Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students
Student 1: Pick a number!
Student 2: Ten!
Student 1: Lower.
Student 2: Queen!
“I’d much rather have diarrhea than be constipated.”
“I’m only wearing sneakers to justify the gym
shorts.”
“This is NOT missionary.”
Student 1: “I’m gonna get sick.”
Student 2: “Okay we will get you a bowl.”
Student 1: “No! I already smoked a bowl!”
Student 2: “Okay, we will get you a pot.”
Student 1: “No! No more pot!”
Student 1: “Just leave.”
Student 2: “I can’t.”
Student 1: “What hot guy is making you stay?”
Student 2: “You know me so well.”
Have an opinion? Email 
aevangel@bryant.edu. 
Proﬁt and Loss
 
Turkey Day!
Enjoy a relaxing week oﬀ with your family be-
fore ﬁnals pick up! Gobble, gobble!
Up ‘Til Dawn
Up ‘Til Dawn took place Wednesday evening,
bringing the Bryant community together to
ﬁght back against children’s cancer!
Senior Events Kickoﬀ
The senior class kicked oﬀ this year’s “senior
nights”with a trip to the bowling alley! Can’t
wait to see what’s next!From California to Florida,
each state has a distinct style
of driving. I am a Connecticut
boy, but I consider my driv-
ing style to be more New
Yorker (read with New York
accent). I am also a huge car
guy. These two aspects com-
bined mean I take driving se-
riously. I have driven many
places along the eastern and
western seaboards – so I’ve
seen some of the worst and
best this country has to oﬀer.
Yet I had never driven
through Rhode Island. Now
that I am living here, let me
tell you, this state has some of
the worst drivers I have ever
seen. 
Numerous factors make
Rhode Island drivers some of
the worst. First there is turn-
ing. When you take a right
turn on a main road, you
should move over to the
shoulder to allow following
traﬃc to pass. Other drivers
can continue on their merry
way without hindrance. The
same idea goes for left turns.
Move slightly to the left to
allow the cars behind you to
go around on the right. 
Rhode Islanders don’t
seem to think either of these
methods is necessary. Many
times, I ﬁnd myself caught be-
hind a train of cars waiting for
someone to take a left. Usu-
ally my New Yorker comes
out and I dive into the shoul-
der and pass the lot. If you
just went around, the ﬂow of
traﬃc would keep moving;
other people have places to go
too.
Merging onto a highway
can be diﬃcult and nerve-
wracking at times. The key is
to get up to speed before en-
tering traﬃc. Seems simple
but no one does it. In fact,
Rhode Island drivers seem to
have no idea what speed is
anyways. They approach the
highway at main road speeds
– approximately 45 miles per
hour. You need to be going at
least sixty to properly merge
(it does depend on how fast
the highway traﬃc is mov-
ing). I don’t have a very fast
car, so gaining speed on the
entrance ramp is essential.
That is the reason they are
there. Use it! 
And don’t get me started
on Rhode Island highway
drivers. I have never seen
people who follow the speed
limit so strictly and who don’t
understand the meaning of
passing. If the ﬂow of traﬃc is
moving at seventy, you go
about seventy. Please don’t sit
in the left lane going 55, creat-
ing a line of cars a mile be-
hind you because you can’t go
any faster. If you don’t want
to go faster, move over to the
right lane and let those of us
who understand speed con-
tinue on our way.
Rhode Island drivers have
a knack of taking a long time
to decide to make a move.
Whether it’s crossing an inter-
section, reacting to a stop-
light, or even throwing on
their blinker to turn, Rhode
Islanders take forever to make
a decision. I have come up to
an intersection where a car is
waiting to pull into my lane,
and despite the mile of room I
had in front of me, they de-
cide to pull out right in front
of me. Of course, they take
thirty minutes to reach appro-
priate speeds, but why could-
n’t they make their move as
soon as they had the chance? 
The opposite problem hap-
pens all the time in Provi-
dence. Drivers jump through
red lights and create traﬃc
jams for no reason at all. If
you react to the lights cor-
rectly, there would be no
problem of getting where you
need to go. Moreover, make
sure you know where you
plan on going before getting
to the lights. 
That way you don’t block
the intersection for everyone
else. Blinkers will tell others
what you plan to do. So put
them on about four to ﬁve
seconds before the turn in-
stead of during the maneuver.
It will make everyone’s life
easier. 
Take heed of these sugges-
tions Rhode Islanders and
you will make driving in your
quaint, little state all the more
enjoyable.
What really grinds my gears:
Rhode Island drivers
By Aaron Diamond
Staﬀ Writer
Hey everybody, want a
way to save calories on those
binge drinking nights or a
way to get drunk quicker?
Well then, drunkorexia is for
you!  
Drunkorexia is a slang
term to deﬁne the act of limit-
ing food intake or starving
yourself all day (or more) be-
fore drinking alcohol.  Other
variations include binge-eat-
ing after consuming large
quantities of alcohol then
purging said food because it’s
easier to do so with alcohol
and using alcohol to suppress
your appetite.  
Statistics show that around
30% of 18-24 year olds partici-
pate in this behavior.  It’s re-
ally no wonder why
drunkorexia is becoming in-
creasingly prevalent, espe-
cially in college-aged girls;
alcohol can pack on the calo-
ries.  Let’s look at the num-
bers:
- Franzia boxed wine: 103.4
calories and 6.3g carbohy-
drates per drink
- Other wines: 120-130
calories with similar amounts
of carbs to Franzia
- Regular beer: 153 calories
and 12.8g carbs
- Light beer: 103 calories
and 5.7g carbs
- Vodka (40%, 80 proof):
109.5 calories and 0 carbs
These numbers are all av-
erages and one drink is de-
ﬁned as a 5-ounce glass of red
or white wine, 12 ounces of
beer (1 can/bottle) or 1.5
ounces of 80-proof distilled
spirits (a typical shot).  But
let’s be real—you’re probably
going to be consuming more
than one glass of wine, one
can of beer, or one shot of
vodka on a ‘drinking night’ if
you’re an average college stu-
dent.
Now, before you decide to
hop on the drunkorexia train
and ride all the way to being a
cheap, thin drunk, think
about the consequences.
Drunkorexia has conse-
quences similar to those of al-
cohol abuse and eating
disorders.  
Seventy-four percent of
perpetrators and 55% of vic-
tims of rape among college
students had been drinking
alcohol.  Sixty percent of col-
lege women with STDs report
being under the inﬂuence of
alcohol when they had sex
with the infected partner.  On
top of that, people who are
suﬀering from drunkorexia
often pass out after drinking
which puts them at a higher
risk of being sexually as-
saulted.
Anorexia does severe dam-
age to hormones, fertility,
bones, the heart, and blood
pressure.  It can cause anemia,
nerve damage, and multi-
organ failure.  Bulimia and
purging can cause tooth ero-
sion, gum problems, low
potassium levels, heart com-
plications, and a ruptured
esophagus. 
If you’re going to drink,
drink responsibly.  This in-
cludes pre-drinking behavior.
Eat regularly, and don’t binge
drink.  With no food in the
stomach, alcohol can be
processed in a little over 15
minutes.  This is dangerous,
especially to females, because
we don’t produce as many al-
cohol-processing enzymes as
men; basically, we get drunk
quicker anyway so speeding
up this process can be deadly. 
Some advice?  Girls, you
will not look cooler for getting
drunk quicker—it’s a bit
trashy, actually.  It’s not at-
tractive to binge-eat because
you starved yourself all day,
to throw up, or to pass out at
a party.  You don’t need to get
wasted to have fun or attract
men, but if you’re going to
drink—at least eat ﬁrst, and
do it in moderation.  You’ll
save yourself some embar-
rassing ‘morning after’ sto-
ries.
It’s obvious that this fad is
unhealthy, dangerous, and
even deadly.  It’s a ridiculous
idea to replace calories from
healthy foods with those from
alcohol and think you’ll be
okay afterwards.  But drunko-
rexia makes two of society’s
most beloved traits more at-
tainable: being thin, and being
a fun party girl (or guy, for
that matter); that can be a
temptation that even the
smartest college student can’t
resist.
By Sara Elder
Editorial Assistant
Drunkorexia: a dangerous trend
examine its place in the uni-
verse.
But what of the other por-
tion of students who escape
this fate?  This second,
smaller group of students will
grow to see that grades,
GPAs, and all methods of
evaluation are merely archaic
relics of a formative experi-
ence ﬁt for a child.
This enlightened alterna-
tive, however, is no better.
Should one accept the prem-
ise that grade systems are ar-
bitrary, forced, and ﬂawed,
one ﬁnds no solace save in
one’s own mind.  The world
at large is not open to such re-
alizations.
The world is rigged in such
a way that all post-university
jobs and education hinge on
either a degree or GPA, both
of which directly hinge upon
the ﬂawed grading system.
Institutions today focus on
monetizing preexisting
modes of education, rather
than improving the service
in light of the newfound cost
to students.
The status quo, though
ﬂawed, remains a fond
friend of universities every-
where.  Students today hand
over thousands of dollars to
be compared and ranked in
the exact same manner they
have been ranked for the pre-
vious twelve years of their
lives.
This constitutes a con of
the highest degree imagina-
ble.  After years of public
school suﬀered, SATs taken,
credits earned, and eﬀort ex-
pended, the student never
truly enters an educational
environment beﬁtting of his
or her toil.
Though well-meaning, uni-
versities today fail to break
the mold of publicly-funded
schools.  The quality of educa-
tion is surely higher, but the
same childish specter of grad-
ing haunts higher education.
This unpleasant apparition
continuously drives students’
focus away from true knowl-
edge, and to the superﬁcial al-
lure of meaningless numbers
and letters.
Grading in education
Continued from page 11
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What you may not know about
‘America’s hometown’
Plymouth, Massachusetts
is notorious for its historical
past as one of America’s first
settlements. Most of us have
had the opportunity to learn
about the Pilgrims’ heroic ex-
cursion across the Atlantic
Ocean on the Mayflower to
ultimately settle in the New
England coastal town. But
much of the general knowl-
edge that people have about
Plymouth does not extend be-
yond the typical grade school
lecture about the First
Thanksgiving. 
As a native and lifetime
resident of  Plymouth, I have
had the unique opportunity
to continually learn the his-
tory of America’s Hometown
over the past 21 years. I have
compiled a list of interesting
facts that you may not know
about Plymouth:
•Plymouth is the largest town
in the state of Massachusetts,
by geographical area, and one
of the largest in New England 
•Plymouth has a population
of 56,468 according to the
2010 Census 
•The term “pilgrim” was
coined by William Bradford,
the leader of the Plymouth
Colony settlement
•The “real” Plymouth Rock is
actually located on a small is-
land in Plymouth Harbor
called Clarke’s Island, which
is named after the first mate
of the Mayflower
•Plymouth has a reported 365
ponds, but some surveyors
estimate that there are over
500
•The First Parish Church in
Plymouth is the oldest
continually operating church
congregation in the United
States
•Prior to the pilgrim’s
colonization, Plymouth was
home to over 2,000
Wampanoag Native
Americans called Patuxet
•The Mayflower first arrived
at the Hudson River in New
York, but the settlers soon
discovered that shallow
waters would prevent a safe
landing, forcing them to
travel north towards
Massachusetts.
• The actual location of the
First Thanksgiving dinner is
one of the most debated
events in history; some
historians claim that it
occurred in Virginia as early
as the year 1607. 
• The term “Native People” is
more widely accepted and
preferred than the term
“Native American” by most
indigenous cultures
• Plymouth has a shared
sister-city in Shichigahama,
Japan
• William Bradford was the
leader of the Plymouth
Colony and second Governor
of Plymouth for 30 years after
John Carver died 
• Plymouth was once home to
the world’s largest rope
making company, the
Plymouth Cordage Co. 
• Plymouth currently has
nine golf courses, but does
not have a movie theatre or a
bowling alley. 
By Alex Russo
Staﬀ Writer
(MCT Campus)
Black Friday or Black Thanksgiving?
By Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
For those who can manage
to  roll themselves out of bed
with a full Thanksgiving
belly, Black Friday awaits
shopping enthusiasts across
the country with the best
deals of the year! Black Friday
is traditionally representative
of the beginning of the holi-
day shopping season. Busi-
nesses across the country
generate revenues that carry
them out of the red zone and
into the black. 
The term Black Friday was
originally used in regards to
the September 24, 1864 stock-
market panic as gold prices
went plunging to new lows. 
Come the 1960’s, the term
evolved into a description of
the manic crowds at stores
after Thanksgiving Day. It
wasn’t until years later that
Black Friday became repre-
sentative of an accounting
term relating to proﬁts gained
by businesses on this day. 
By the 1990s, Black Friday
became an unoﬃcial retail
holiday nationwide. And a
holiday it is, as crazy shop-
pers race to ﬁnd the best deals
available in the market. The
revenues are so signiﬁcant
that President Franklin D.
Roosevelt decided to move
Thanksgiving Day up in 1939
during the Great Depression
so that Black Friday would
occur sooner and stretch out
the holiday shopping season.
Black Friday swept in as the
economy-boosting hero!
However, in some years, this
day leads to tragic events,
such as the 2008 Black Friday
during which a worker at a
Wal-Mart in New York was
trampled to death when the
store opened! 
This year, Black Friday
may actually turn into Black
Thanksgiving as some stores
are opening their doors on the
night of Thanksgiving. Many
shoppers have claimed that
they would rather stay up late
to beat the crowds, than get
up at 4:00 a.m. to race the
early bird rush. Others like
the idea because it extends
family bonding time by giv-
ing family members some-
thing to do after the turkey
has been gobbled down.
Toys-R-Us and Rite Aid
will both be open on Thanks-
giving Day to jump-start the
holiday season. Target and
Best Buy will begin welcom-
ing the crowds at midnight on
Black Friday. The feelings are
mixed about these early shop-
ping days, as some antago-
nists claim that this
discourages the whole theme
of Thanksgiving, which is
spending time with your fam-
ily in the ﬁrst place. In the
end, it is doubtful that such
stores will change their early
openings as it is the decision
of individual families to make
the choice of whether or not
to shop early.
Crowds at Target on Black Friday, the day after Thanksgiving. (MCT Campus)
A special thanks to those who made strides
Bearing through the cold
winter snowstorm that swept
into New England on October
30, 72 participants from
Bryant University made
strides across the Roger
Williams State Park in
Providence.
Various  organizations
from Bryant University joined
together for this event and
148 donations allowed partici-
pants to raise $6,617!
The Big Sisters of Bryant,
led by captains, Brooke Mu-
nafo and Madeline Baldwin,
raised over $3,000 worth of
donations, setting the bar
high for Bryant University.
Other top teams included
Sigma Sigma Sigma, led by
Captain Margaret O’Keane;
Tau Kappa Epsilon, led by
Captain Anthony Koumari-
anos; Bryant Helps, led by
Captain Jacqueline Aruda;
Colleges Against  Cancer, led
by Captain Rachel Boucher;
and Sigma Chi led by Captain
Edward James Mooney.
Congratulations to all
participants and kudos to all
involved!  
By Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
The overview, history, and preview of Black Friday
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Looking for something
diﬀerent to cook up this
Thanksgiving?
This recipe oﬀers a perfect
dish that may be served as
part of your Thanksgiving
meal or as part of the Thanks-
giving desert table. I ﬁrst had
this Sweet Potato-Pecan
Casserole, last year in Italy.
Italians do not celebrate
Thanksgiving of course, but
my American friends and I
gathered together for an ugly
sweater party to celebrate the
day. My friend Marie, who
was from Alabama, brought
and prepared this delicious
homemade recipe that is to
die for! So if you want some-
thing to impress the family
this year, try out this tasty
and easy recipe courtesy of
Ellie Krieger of the Food
Network Magazine.
Cook Time:
1 hr 15 min 
Serves:
8 servings
Ingredients
•Cooking spray
•3 1/2 pounds sweet potatoes
(about 5 medium), peeled
and cut into 1-inch chunks 
•1/3 cup honey 
•1 large egg 
•1 teaspoon ground
cinnamon 
•1/4 teaspoon ground nut-
meg
•1/8 teaspoon ground ginger 
•Kosher salt 
•1 tablespoon packed dark
brown sugar
•1/3 cup ﬁnely chopped
pecans
Directions:
Preheat the oven to 350 de-
grees. Mist an 8-inch square
baking dish with cooking
spray. 
Bring a few inches of water
to a boil in a pot with a large
steamer basket in place. Put
the sweet potatoes in the bas-
ket, cover and steam until ten-
der, 20 to 25 minutes. Transfer
the potatoes to a bowl and let
them cool slightly. Add the
honey, egg, 1/2 teaspoon cin-
namon, the nutmeg, ginger
and 1/2 teaspoon salt; whip
with an electric mixer until
smooth. Spread the sweet po-
tato mixture in the prepared
baking dish. 
Mix the brown sugar,
pecans and the remaining 1/2
teaspoon of cinnamon in a
bowl; sprinkle over the pota-
toes. Bake until hot and be-
ginning to brown around the
edges, 40 to 45 minutes. 
By Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
Sweet Potato Casserole (MCT Campus)
5 box oﬃce ‘turkeys’ of 2011
So many great movies were re-
leased over the past year, leaving au-
diences enchanted by action, comedy,
animation, and drama alike. However,
every now and then, Hollywood ma-
jorly screws up and releases a ﬁlm
that does extremely poorly – that is, it
is critically panned and an utter box
oﬃce disaster. The year 2011 saw
plenty of these box oﬃce “turkeys,”
and in honor of Turkey Day, I’ve
listed ﬁve of the biggest oﬀenders
below:
1. Green Lantern
The charismatic Ryan Reynolds
and Blake Lively could not save this
dud, based on the not-very-popular
Marvel Comic. The 12 plus years of
development complications that
plagued Green Lantern certainly were
evident as the ﬁnished product report-
edly cost over $200 million to produce
(not including marketing costs) and
grossed just a little over $100 million
domestically. Looks like the studio
won’t be green-lanterning a sequel
any time soon.
2. Take Me Home Tonight
Filmed in 2007, then shelved for
nearly four years, this 80’s-set, Topher
Grace/Anna Faris starrer was ﬁnally
released in March. The ﬁlm subse-
quently faded from theaters faster
than greased lightning, with drab re-
views and less than $7 million in box
oﬃce receipts. See it? Yeah, I didn’t
think so.
3. Sucker Punch
Watchmen and 300 director Zack
Snyder was counting on another solid
hit, but was left sorely disappointed
with the release of this mess. Perhaps
the tame PG-13 rating kept die-hard
fans away, as the style was present,
but the grit and excitement of Sny-
der’s previous ﬁlms was absent.
Moviegoers spoke with their wallets,
and the $80 million dollar ﬁlm
grossed just $36 million in the U.S.
4. Dream House
Daniel Craig, Naomi Watts, and
Rachel Weisz apparently couldn’t save
this $50 million+ haunted-house
thriller, as  critics trashed it with just a
9% approval rating on RottenToma-
toes.com and audiences avoided it at
all costs. Truthfully, the scariest thing
about this ﬁlm was its domestic box
oﬃce return: just $21 million.
5. Mars Needs Moms
Undoubtedly the biggest failure of
the year, this ﬁlm was budgeted at
$150 million and was expected to be a
huge hit with families. However, crit-
ics trashed it, and it crashed at the box
oﬃce, dead on arrival. Additionally,
ImageMovers, the digital eﬀects com-
pany behind this ﬁlm (as well as Polar
Express and  Monster House), was shut
down just the day after this ﬁlm’s re-
lease. Mars Needs Moms opened in the
U.S. with less than $7 million, failed to
ﬁnd any substantial audience, and ﬁn-
ished its run with a dismal cumulative
total of less than $40 million world-
wide. Ouch.
These celluloid ﬂops caused audi-
ences to all but lose faith in the prod-
ucts that Hollywood continues to turn
out. Obviously, these ﬁlms haven’t
been the ﬁrst to disappoint, and they
certainly won’t be the last. Here’s to
hoping that 2012 brings fewer
“turkeys” than this year did.
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
Green Lantern’s Ryan Reynolds (MCT Campus)
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the myBryant online portal
new features, enhanced functionality,  
better message control
The myBryant online  
portal
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
W W W . B R Y A N T . E D U
upgraded with enhanced features
and functionality  and with a new look. ,
myBryant is an impor
for the entire Bryant community and
 has recently been 
tant campus resource 
improvements including enhancements 
to the 
features
entcont
community
If you have not already begun using
calendaring and communities 
, a mobile app, and expanded 
 just for members of the Bryant 
.
provides ease of use
to access campus announcements, news 
and your own personal accounts.
tal has significant raded porhe upgT
features within myMessages (yes!, you 
can now delete a message without opening
it) and the speed has been accelerated. 
During the next few months students, 
 and a single sign-on
new 
myBryant
you are missing impor
Access myBryant directly from the
.bryant.edu home page. Simply scrollwww
down on the left navigation column and 
click on myBryant, then use your email
username and password to log
If you have any questions or concerns with 
 to access news and information,
tant information.
in.
faculty and staff can look forward to more myBryant, please use the eedback tab.F
TAILORING 
& DRY 
CLEANING
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????????????????????????????? ???
 ????????
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7am-6pm
Sat. 8:30am-4:00pm
Complete
Alterations
& Dry
Cleaning
Service
We Clea
n
Uggs!
???????????????????????? 
You know you want to try it. 
Now you can with no obligation and no commitment! 
Call today : 3 classes and boxing gloves for only 
$29.99. Experience an energizing mixed martial arts 
class firsthand! 
 
 
 
3 Commerce St., Greenville, RI  02828 
 401-949-3525  
Also offering 
am & pm 
Yoga classes  
Did you know?
The Archway has a 
Reimbursement Policy! 
Write us a review and we will 
reimburse you
E-mail archway@bryant.edu
